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An Unfavorable Contrast of Seasons
Look again at Plate II and estimate the size of the Wet and Dry Low
Latitudes (No. 3) in comparison with the United States or Europe. India,
Australia, and especially South America and Africa have .among them
quliionsjrt square .miles p£. tropical .scrub forest and savanna. Jthis kind
of vegetation^prevailsjDecause the dry season is too long and too warm
tQjjcrmit the growth of the larger, .denser type?" of t'ocest. Jungle..prevails^
to be sure, in aj^cansition^ zone^between the rainforest and the scrub
forest, for there the dry season is long enougH to make agriculture feasible
without introducing difficulties because of prolonged drought. For the
present, however, we will pass this by in order to study the less favor-
able areas where the dry season is too long.
Scrub and Savanna South of the Sahara. Try once more to picture
these parts of the world to yourself. As we pass northward from the
populous jungle region of Uganda, let us say, in Central Africa, the
trees gradually become smaller and stand farther apart, while grass as
big asTecds becomes rctoj_e and more dominant. After a white wTlmd
ourselves in a region which would look somewhat like a peach orchard
if the grass were smaller. The trees, however, are often umbrella-shaped,
thorny, and covered with more or less furry little leaves. Many are
acacias. Sometimes they disappear completely, leaving a tract of pure
grass. Such a place is generally one where the water drains awayjgpidly
iW-pTisp nf sanHy ftpil or because of an elevation slightly higher than that
of the surrounding plain. On the other hand, each stream Isusually
bordered by aT>and of dense jungle, where one can travel miles without
seeing the scrub forest or the savanna. But let the traveler get up in an
airplane, and he will discover that the jungle is merely a narrow band, a
"gallery forest" skirting the river.
An airplane flight above the scrub forest and savanna is much more
impressive in the dry than in the wet season. In thgjyet season the whole
country is beautifully green. From aloft it looks as if it were superbly
fertile, except that villages and other signs of people are scarce. In the
dry season, on the contrary, most of the land is brown and barren looking.
Vast tracks are black, and on their edge smoke is rising in great billows
frorr^ raging fires that rush through the huge dry grasses so fast that a
man on foot can scarcely escape. The natives burn the grass to make the
new shoots accessible to their cattlel Mixed with tReT~Black and the
brown are spots of vivid green, borne very small ones are merely single

